
Unsold Lot List - High Volume Distribution Centre - Phase 2 

Lot No Description 
 

21 Diesel storage tank, approx. 2310mm wide x 1000mm deep x 1250mm high/ 1950 mm 
high with stand. (Diesel contents included as part of lot). A work Risk Assessment must 
be reviewed and approved by the Auctioneer prior to any removal work commencing 
on this lot. 

22 Diesel storage tank. Approx. 1900mm wide x 1260 mm deep x 1320 mm high/1660 
mm high with stand. (Diesel contents included as part of lot). A work Risk Assessment 
must be reviewed and approved by the Auctioneer prior to any removal work 
commencing on this lot. 

25 Sovex TL4 telescopic transverse boom conveyor, year 2014, s/n SHA-TTB-01 (Bay 15). 
Belt width 600mm, conveyor width 1100mm, unextended conveyor length circa 5.1m. 
Please note: A work Risk Assessment must be reviewed and approved by the 
Auctioneer prior to any removal work commencing on this lot. 

26 Sovex TL3 telescopic boom conveyor, year 2011, s/n S50795 (Bay 14). Belt width 
600mm, conveyor width 1100mm, unextended conveyor length circa 6m. Please note: 
A work Risk Assessment must be reviewed and approved by the Auctioneer prior to 
any removal work commencing on this lot. 

27 Sovex telescopic boom conveyor (Bay 13). Belt width 580mm, conveyor width 
1100mm, unextended conveyor length circa 6m. Please note: A work Risk Assessment 
must be reviewed and approved by the Auctioneer prior to any removal work 
commencing on this lot. 

28 Newland telescopic boom conveyor (Bay 12). Belt width 600mm, conveyor width 
1100mm, unextended conveyor length circa 6m. Please note: A work Risk Assessment 
must be reviewed and approved by the Auctioneer prior to any removal work 
commencing on this lot. 

29 Sovex TL6 Refurb telescopic boom conveyor, year 2014, s/n SHA-FBC-01 (Bay 11). Belt 
width 760mm, conveyor width 1300mm, unextended conveyor length circa 6m. Please 
note: A work Risk Assessment must be reviewed and approved by the Auctioneer prior 
to any removal work commencing on this lot. 

30 Sovex TL5/2520 telescopic transverse boom conveyor (Bay 10). Belt width 530mm, 
conveyor width 1100mm, unextended conveyor length circa 5.5m. Please note: A work 
Risk Assessment must be reviewed and approved by the Auctioneer prior to any 
removal work commencing on this lot. 

31 Unloading and data catchment: Line 1 & 2 - Approx. 13 various conveyors, belt & 
roller, straight, angled, elevating etc., varying widths from 400mm - 610mm, 
Manufactured by Vanderlande & Robson Handling Technologies, with barcode scanner 
and Cimjet Markem label printer. Disconnect where marked. Please note: A work 
Method Statement and Risk Assessment must be reviewed and approved by the 
Auctioneer prior to any removal work commencing on this lot. 



32 Unloading and data catchment: Line 3 - Approx. 12 various conveyors, belt & roller, 
straight, angled, elevating etc., varying widths from 400mm - 610mm, Manufactured 
by Vanderlande & Robson Handling Technologies, with barcode scanner and Cimjet 
Markem label printer. Disconnect where marked. Please note: A work Method 
Statement and Risk Assessment must be reviewed and approved by the Auctioneer 
prior to any removal work commencing on this lot. 

33 Unloading and data catchment: Line 5 - Approx. 12 various conveyors, belt & roller, 
straight, angled, elevating etc., varying widths from 400mm - 610mm, Manufactured 
by Vanderlande & Robson Handling Technologies, with barcode scanner and Cimjet 
Markem label printer. Disconnect where marked. Vanderlande curved roller conveyor 
system, roller width approx. 720mm, overall width approx. 860mm, with station feet 
protection. Disconnect where marked. Please note: A work Method Statement and 
Risk Assessment must be reviewed and approved by the Auctioneer prior to any 
removal work commencing on this lot. 

35 Sovex TL5/25131 telescopic boom conveyor (Bay 9), Belt width approx. 600mm, 
Machine width approx. 1100mm, unextended conveyor length circa 5.5mPlease note: 
A work Risk Assessment must be reviewed and approved by the Auctioneer prior to 
any removal work commencing on this lot. 

62 Makita R3000C hammer drill with case, 110v 

74 Quantity of tools and sundries, as lotted on two shelves 

75 Quantity of PPE and safety sundries, as lotted 

80 Quantity of various lanyards, energy absorbers, etc., as lotted 

89 Quantity of soldering irons and accessories, as lotted 

93 20 - Various single door lockers, as lotted  

94 16 - Various single door lockers, as lotted  

96 Hilmor pipe bender  

98 Pair of jacks. NB: This item has no record of Thorough Examination. The purchaser 
must ensure a Thorough Examination is carried out by a competent person prior to 
first use. The purchaser will be required to sign an undertaking confirming their 
agreement. 

101 Double door cupboard containing PPE including harnesses, lanyards, hard hats, chain 
blocks etc., as lotted. NB: The harnesses and chain blocks have no record of Thorough 
Examination. The purchaser must ensure a Thorough Examination is carried out by a 
competent person prior to first use. The purchaser will be required to sign an 
undertaking confirming their agreement. 

104 Quantity of boxed Vanderlande rollers, as lotted in two boxes (silver) 

105 Quantity of boxed Vanderlande rollers, as lotted in five boxes (grey) 

106 Quantity of boxed Vanderlande tapered rollers, as lotted in one box (Black) 

107 5 - Bays of roller conveyor spares, parts etc., as lotted 

109 15 - Bays of engineering spares, consumables and sundry parts, as lotted (Rows A, B & 
C) (Plastic stock bins included, Racking excluded) 

110 10 - Bays of electrical spares, consumables and sundry parts, as lotted. (Rows D & E) 
(Plastic stock bins included, Racking excluded) 

122 Siemens motor, part no. 857727552-01, year 06/2019, unused  

124 4 - Large boxes of rubber belt, as lotted on 4 pallets 



126 Flaktwoods GJHB-5-063-1-13-1 centrifugal fan, boxed 

127 Quantity of filters; 4 - boxes of BCRC5F7 & 3 - boxes of BCRC1F7,Â  as lotted 

129 Pallet of 10 various conveyor motors, labelled as 'repaired', as lotted 

140 15 - Arco single-compartment lockers, as lotted (Some keys missing) 

151 1 - Bosch 110v GSB18-2 drill, 2 - Bosch GSB12VES-2 battery drills (No batteries) and 1 - 
Metabo BSZ18 Impuls drill with battery and case (Spares & repairs), as lotted 

155 2 - Location device systems with 2 charging boards and 6 devices 

156 Quantity of tools including Siegling model SZS6 60M, Serial no. 077, Year 1998, SIP 
3.5MCP spotlight, etc. as lotted 

158 Yellow PPE double door metal cupboard and contents, as lotted 

160 4 - Single door lockers, as lotted 

161 8 - Various lockers, as lotted 

163 2 - 12" G clamps and 1 - 6" G clamp, as lotted 

165 Jungheinrich EJE 222 electric pallet truck, s/n 90095471, year 2003, with key & 
Hoppecke E24-570 charger 

171 Espex Batteries Ltd 'Ceil Smart Derivative' Type 5DTM48/70 - NW DDL Fork Lift Truck 
battery charger, s/n 233581 5DTM19, 3 phase, 48V/70Amp 

196 1 - 7-tread mobile warehouse step ladders (Silver)  

216 2 - Taskmaster 10-tread warehouse steps 

231 3 - Four tier picking bench (yellow) 

235 5 - Large multi compartment packing bench (yellow- various sizes) 

242 17 -  Six door lockers (Red/Grey), as lotted on 3 pallets (some keys missing) 

243 6 - Six door lockers (Red/Grey), as lotted on 1 pallet (some keys missing) 

249 Mobile scaffold platform ladder, as lotted 

254 20 - Mobile packing trollies, as lotted (image for illustration purposes only) 

255 10 - Mobile packing trollies, as lotted (image for illustration purposes only) 

256 10 - Mobile packing trollies, as lotted (image for illustration purposes only) 

257 10 - Mobile packing trollies, as lotted (image for illustration purposes only) 

258 10 - Mobile packing trollies, as lotted (image for illustration purposes only) 

270 8-tread mobile warehouse steps 

275 2 - Tubesca 4-tread stepladders, and 1 - 2-tread stepladders 

278 5 - Tubesca 4-tread stepladders 

279 5 - Tubesca 4-tread stepladders 

302 2 - Large multi compartment packing bench (yellow - various sizes) 

303 2 - Work benches (yellow), as lotted 

304 2 - Four tier workbenches (yellow), and 1 - packing bench, as lotted 

313 2 -  Three tier trolley, with hanging shelf, as lotted (blue) (image for illustration 
purposes only) 

314 20 - Six position picking trolleys, with spring loaded folding step (photos for illustration 
purposes only - tote bins excluded) 

315 20 - Six position picking trolleys, with spring loaded folding step (photos for illustration 
purposes only - tote bins excluded) 

316 10 - Six position picking trolleys, with spring loaded folding step (photos for illustration 
purposes only - tote bins excluded) 



317 10 - Six position picking trolleys, with spring loaded folding step (photos for illustration 
purposes only - tote bins excluded) 

318 10 - Six position picking trolleys, with spring loaded folding step (photos for illustration 
purposes only - tote bins excluded) 

319 10 - Six position picking trolleys, with spring loaded folding step (photos for illustration 
purposes only - tote bins excluded) 

320 4 - Six position picking trolleys, with spring loaded folding step (photos for illustration 
purposes only - tote bins excluded) 

321 4 - Six position picking trolleys, with spring loaded folding step (photos for illustration 
purposes only - tote bins excluded) 

323 4 - Six position picking trolleys, with spring loaded folding step (photos for illustration 
purposes only - tote bins excluded) 

324 2 - Six position picking trolleys, with spring loaded folding step (photos for illustration 
purposes only - tote bins excluded) 

328 10 - Four position picking trolleys, with folding step (photo for illustration purposes 
only - tote bins excluded) 

329 10 - Four position picking trolleys, with folding step (photo for illustration purposes 
only - tote bins excluded) 

331 5 - Four position picking trolleys, with folding step (photo for illustration purposes only 
- tote bins excluded) 

332 5 - Four position picking trolleys, with folding step (photo for illustration purposes only 
- tote bins excluded) 

334 2 - Four position picking trolleys, with folding step (photo for illustration purposes only 
- tote bins excluded) 

335 2 - Four position picking trolleys, with folding step (photo for illustration purposes only 
- tote bins excluded) 

341 10 - Box packing stands, wall or floor mounted (Black), as lotted on 2 pallets (photo for 
illustration purposes only) 

343 10 - Box packing stands, wall or floor mounted (Black), as lotted on 2 pallets (photo for 
illustration purposes only) 

344 10 - Box packing stands, wall or floor mounted (Black), as lotted on 2 pallets (photo for 
illustration purposes only) 

345 4 - Large box packing stands, floor mounted (White), as lotted on 2 pallets 

346 2 - Large box packing stands, floor mounted (White), as lotted on 1 pallet 

363 20 - Three shelf wheeled cages (photo for illustration purposes only) 

364 20 - Three shelf wheeled cages (photo for illustration purposes only) 

366 10 - Three shelf wheeled cages (photo for illustration purposes only) 

367 10 - Three shelf wheeled cages (photo for illustration purposes only) 

368 10 - Three shelf wheeled cages (photo for illustration purposes only) 

370 20 - Six door lockers, as lotted (Red) (Photo for illustration purposes only) (No keys) 

372 10 - Six door lockers, as lotted (Red) (Photo for illustration purposes only) (No keys) 

373 10 - Six door lockers, as lotted (Red) (Photo for illustration purposes only) (No keys) 



374 6 - Nest of two - six door lockers, as lotted (Red) (Photo for illustration purposes only) 
(No keys) 

375 12 - Small 6 door lockers, as lotted (Red) (Photo for illustration purposes only) (No 
keys) 

376 10 - Four door lockers, as lotted (Blue) (Photo for illustration purposes only) (No keys) 

377 7 - Four door lockers, as lotted (Blue) (Photo for illustration purposes only) (No keys) 

378 10 - Nest of two - Four door lockers, as lotted (Blue) (Photo for illustration purposes 
only) (No keys) 

379 9 - Nest of two - Four door lockers, as lotted (Blue)  (Photo for illustration purposes 
only) (No keys) 

380 10 - Nest of three - Two door lockers, as lotted (Blue) (Photo for illustration purposes 
only) (No keys) 

381 9 - Nest of three - Two door lockers, as lotted (Blue) (Photo for illustration purposes 
only) (No keys) 

382 2 - Nest of two - Two door lockers, as lotted (Blue) (Photo for illustration purposes 
only) (No keys) 

384 7 - Four door lockers (grey), as lotted  (No keys) 

385 1 - Nest of two - six door lockers, as lotted (Grey)  (No keys) 

390 Canteen servery with heated gantry, hot plates, plate dispensers and warming 
cupboards, as lotted. A work Method Statement and Risk Assessment must be 
reviewed and approved by the Auctioneer prior to any removal work commencing on 
this lot. 

392 Foster GSC/1/3H electric 3 door fridge counter, s/n E5005822, 01/07/2005 

396 Lincat OG7002/N gas 6 burner range, s/n 20107121, purchase date 28/02/2014. A 
work Risk Assessment must be reviewed and approved by the Auctioneer prior to any 
removal work commencing on this lot. 

398 Lincat OG7302 gas salamander, s/n 20102418, purchase date 28/02/2014. A work and 
Risk Assessment must be reviewed and approved by the Auctioneer prior to any 
removal work commencing on this lot. 

402 Foster EPROG1350H double door fridge, s/n E5141388, purchase date 01/07/2008 

404 6 - Cidel Cem 'ider Roll tall tray trolleys, 2 - small tray trolleys and a quantity of trays, 
as lotted 

418 Countertop chilled merchandiser, s/n B03152, purchase date 01/02/2015, with 
Counterline electric heated display & gantry, s/n 369441, purchase date 01/02/2015 
(Note: Canteen servery is not included in this lot). A work Method Statement and Risk 
Assessment must be reviewed and approved by the Auctioneer prior to any removal 
work commencing on this lot. 

429 Lockhart AR14-2 double door fridge, s/n IK3A201320221, purchase date 01/07/2001 

433 Panasonic wall mounted television, 31", as lotted 

435 Stainless steel and granite mobile waitress station, with cutlery holders and single door 
cupboard 

442 3 - Large tall bench dining tables, approx. 2800mm L x 2100mm W x 1050mm H, as 
lotted 



443 8 - Green & Grey 'Spirit' leather upholstered chairs (photo for illustration purposes) 

447 Canteen furniture including 17 tables, 20 various dining chairs and 2 poser chairs 

449 Hendi convection oven, 2500W model number 225950 

452 2 - Swan domestic fridges, as lotted 

453 Evac chair, with cover 

456 20 - Black Plastic Chairs Chrome Leg 

458 10 - Black Operators Chairs 

470 15 - 5 Litre tins of Leyland Trade Black emulsion paint, and 4 - 5 Litre tins of Armstead 
Galant Grey emulsion paint, as lotted 

474 Neal Interview Tape system Containing series 5000 Transcriber with foot pedal and 
headset. Series 6000 Desk dual tape system. Series 8000 portable dual recording 
system. 100 C90 cassette tapes & other accessories as boxed 

475 Neal Interview Tape system Containing series 5000 Transcriber with foot pedal and 
headset. Series 6000 Desk dual tape system. Series 8000 portable dual recording 
system. 100 C90 cassette tapes & other accessories as boxed 

476 Neal Interview Tape system Containing series 5000 Transcriber with foot pedal and 
headset. Series 6000 Desk dual tape system. Series 8000 portable dual recording 
system. 100 C90 cassette tapes & other accessories as boxed 

477 Neal Interview Tape system Containing series 5000 Transcriber with foot pedal and 
headset. Series 6000 Desk dual tape system. Series 8000 portable dual recording 
system. 100 C90 cassette tapes & other accessories as boxed 

478 Neal Interview Tape system Containing series 5000 Transcriber with foot pedal and 
headset. Series 6000 Desk dual tape system. Series 8000 portable dual recording 
system. 100 C90 cassette tapes & other accessories as boxed 

479 Neal Interview Tape system Containing series 5000 Transcriber with foot pedal and 
headset. Series 6000 Desk dual tape system. Series 8000 portable dual recording 
system. 100 C90 cassette tapes & other accessories as boxed 

480 Neal Interview Tape system Containing series 5000 Transcriber with foot pedal and 
headset. Series 6000 Desk dual tape system. Series 8000 portable dual recording 
system. 100 C90 cassette tapes & other accessories as boxed 

481 Neal Interview Tape system Containing series 5000 Transcriber with foot pedal and 
headset. Series 6000 Desk dual tape system. Series 8000 portable dual recording 
system. 100 C90 cassette tapes & other accessories as boxed 

482 Neal Interview Tape system Containing series 5000 Transcriber with foot pedal and 
headset. Series 6000 Desk dual tape system. Series 8000 portable dual recording 
system. 100 C90 cassette tapes & other accessories as boxed 

485 Samsung PS60C7000YK 60" plasma television 

490 Panasonic TH-50PZ80B 50" television 

491 Panasonic TH-50PZ80B 50" television 

493 Panasonic Viera TX-P42X10B 42" television, with remote 

494 Panasonic TH-50PZ80B 50" television 

500 White office meeting table, approx. 3m length 

502 10 - Black fabric swivel office chairs 

508 Inter M PAM-340A public address amplifier with PAM MPM4 CD MP3 tuner module 

514 6 - Black plastic meeting room chairs  



519 White meeting table, approx. 2400mm x 1000mm  

523 4 - Arco single door lockers, as lotted (with keys) 

525 Rexel 1350 Strip Cut Shredder 

526 Polycom video conference system including Soundstation2 with viewstation, remote & 
PSU, as lotted 

527 Meeting table and 6 chairs, as lotted 

530 Falco 1-ton block & tackle, 2-7m range, s/n 29478. NB: This item has no record of 
Thorough Examination. The purchaser must ensure a Thorough Examination is carried 
out by a competent person prior to first use. The purchaser will be required to sign an 
undertaking confirming their agreement. 

531 Nitchi RB30N 3-ton lever hoist, s/n 8502025. NB: This item has no record of Thorough 
Examination. The purchaser must ensure a Thorough Examination is carried out by a 
competent person prior to first use. The purchaser will be required to sign an 
undertaking confirming their agreement. 

532 1.5ton hoist, s/n 81E2781. NB: This item has no record of Thorough Examination. The 
purchaser must ensure a Thorough Examination is carried out by a competent person 
prior to first use. The purchaser will be required to sign an undertaking confirming 
their agreement. 

533 Yale 3ton hoist, s/n 22694. NB: This item has no record of Thorough Examination. The 
purchaser must ensure a Thorough Examination is carried out by a competent person 
prior to first use. The purchaser will be required to sign an undertaking confirming 
their agreement. 

534 Nitchi H50A1.5ton hoist, with long chains & beam runner. NB: This item has no record 
of Thorough Examination. The purchaser must ensure a Thorough Examination is 
carried out by a competent person prior to first use. The purchaser will be required to 
sign an undertaking confirming their agreement. 

535 Quantity of harnesses and accessories, as lotted. NB: This item has no record of 
Thorough Examination. The purchaser must ensure a Thorough Examination is carried 
out by a competent person prior to first use. The purchaser will be required to sign an 
undertaking confirming their agreement. 

536 37- Ecolite non-maintained prismatic white emergency light units, as lotted 

537 Leaf blower, model PP1800 

538 Two sided, double door cage, side approx. 2690mm W x 2190mm H, front approx. 
2670mm W x 2190mm H, doors approx. 830mm W x 1950mm H, as lotted. A work 
Method Statement and Risk Assessment must be reviewed and approved by the 
Auctioneer prior to any removal work commencing on this lot. 

549 3 - TW Kempton stab vests; 1 - Medium, 1 - Large, 1 - X-Large 

552 Large barrel truck 

556 6 - Assorted lockers 

560 2 - three tier wheeled cleaners trollies 

562 Four tier trolley and contents to include wet floor signs, spray bottles etc., as lotted 

568 Polycom Real Presence group 310, with PSU, camera & remote 

 


